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Julep Armchair

Designer: Jonas Wagell

Soft, enveloping shapes characterize 
this family of upholstered pieces. Julep 
is influenced by the 1950s Avant-Garde 
movement, drawing upon its simplicity 
and grandeur, refined by a contemporary, 
romantic, feminine allure. Star of the 
series is the sofa, whose generous 
rounded lines provided evolutionary 
DNA for the entire collection – including 
an armchair, a chaise-longue and an 
ottoman – in an interplay of proportions 
and shapes that gave rise, little by 
little, to all the other versions. Fully 
upholstered, the seats look ample and 
full, yet convey a sense of lightness, 
thanks to the recessed base that invisibly 
lifts them off the floor. Designed for 
home decor, their inviting appeal 
encourages cozy comfort and relaxation, 
making the Julep seating options also 
ideally suited to contract venues.

Developed by Tacchini in Italy
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Dimensions (cm)
Armchair
Cod. OJUL102

W 102,5 D 87,5 cm 
H 75 cm
H seat 42 cm

Sofa 
Cod. OJUL240

W 240 D 126 cm 
H 75 cm
H seat 42 cm

Chaise-longue
Cod. OJUL208

W 208 D 121 cm 
H 76 cm
H seat 42 cm

Island
Cod. OJUL174

W 174 D 137 cm 
H 75 cm
H seat 42 cm

Ottoman
Cod. OJULP120

W 120 D 92 cm 
H 42 cm

Ottoman
Cod. OJULP68

W 68 D 66 cm 
H 42 cm

Materials description

Internal frame: poplar and birch plywood 18 mm thick, with elastic belts.

Padding: cold foam. 

Base: poplar plywood 3 mm thick covered with the same fabric of the product.

Upholstery: non removable cover. Notes: the products cannot be realized in Leather, Super Leather, Aniline Leather and Vinyl.
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Jonas Wagell

Jonas Wagell is an architect and 
designer from Stockholm. Born in 1973, 
he trained as graphic artist and then 
specialised as an interior designer  
in Stockholm and New York, where  
he attended the Parsons School of 
Design. In 2008 he founded the JWDA 
firm which handles architecture, 
product design and brand management 
projects. Wagell is fond of creating 
functional items with features of 
simplicity and intelligence, objects 
which can be used and understood 
easily by those who choose them. 
The best known design from the JWDA 
studio is the prefabricated Mini House. 
For this design, in 2008, Wagell was 
named by Wallpaper as one of the 
fifty young architects worth watching.  
Today JWDA focuses above all on 
product design for Scandinavian and 
international brands.

Other products by Jonas Wagell:
Julep Sofa, Julep Chaise-longue, 
Julep Island, Julep Ottoman, 
Roma, Roma Armchair.
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